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Abstract— Due to decline in both physical and mental
abilities, some elderly are not allowed to leave the bed
without assistance. Some time they are unable to make the
desirable bodily movements and repositioning. In this
paper the home automation is obtained using MATLAB
based speaker recognition. The feature extraction of
speech signal is done by using MFCC and for selection of
features of speech signal vector quantization is used. By
using above two steps the speaker is recognized and then
this is given to the microcontroller by using serial
communication .Then the particular home appliance get
operated.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Underlying disease in older adults gives problems in
mobility [1]
.This disease is recognized by
geriatricians[2].elderly person mostly suffer from
unwanted falls while trying move from the bed without
caregiver attendance .They are often not able to make
the movements of their body so all time they need
caregiver but some time it is not possible .The home
automation system will help the patient and caregiver
also .If care giver is not available at some time then the
patient himself can manage the operation of home
appliances .For human beings speech is the most
common and vital way of communication. In speech
recognition we are going to recognize certain words
spoken by the patient by using individual information
which is included in speech waves. Speech recognition
is the analysis side in speech processing. The synthesis
side might be called speech production. These two taken
together allow computers to work with spoken language.
II.
RELATED WORK
It is very helpful to use automated monitoring of
rehabilitation exercises[3].It is also suitable for live
captioning of speech live translation (speech-to-text
and/or multilingual), replacement of Television remote
control and other home automation systems, and invehicle applications [4].Automatic speech recognition is
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particularly suitable for pocket-size consumer devices like
Smartphone[5].Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a
widely established method for classification . B. System
Design and Implementation MFCC algorithm is used for
speech recognition[5].The speech recognition has two
steps which are Voice capture and Voice recognition
.Voice capture step uses the microphone present in front
of mouth of patient for capturing speech commands. Then
the received commands are converted into binary codes
according to its frequency .Then they are compared with
predefined commands stored in the microcontroller. The
Voice recognition step is used for comparing the
converted binary codes with the one which is stored in the
microcontroller[6].
III.
MOTIVATION
If there is a bedridden patient in home it requires a
caregiver who ideally observes the patient around the
clock to prevent from bedsores. The caregiver has to
provide a high degree of attendance to the elderly all the
time. Also the knowledge and personality of caregiver
affects the quality of nursing care. Lack of care taken by
human caregivers causes unfortunate consequences. The
patient and his family member both may suffer from these
consequences.
IV.
METHODOLOGY
1. Methods of Speech Recognition
1.1 Spectrum Normalization: In spectrum normalization
the spectrum is normalized first by using linear
normalization .Then the values of normalized spectrum
are set to the interval[0,1] . After this observe the
spectrum values of previously recorded signals and then
find the difference between the spectrum values by
comparing the test and target values[7].
1.2. Cross-Correlation: Assume that the signal and
spectrum of recorded speech signal of same word are
same .Find the cross-correlation of the signals then find
maximum value position of the cross-correlation .Then
find the difference of values right to maximum value and
left to maximum value. Then take absolute of this
difference find mean square error of the absolute value
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.The mean square error of trained and target words should
acceleration of energy with MFCC.The mel scale is
be minimum to match the speech signal[8].
defined as (eqn.1)[11].
1.3. Autocorrelation: Autocorrelation of the signal is
nothing but computing cross-correlation of the signal with
itself instead if computing with another signal
.Autocorrelation finds the selfcorrelation of the signal
.Thus training signals find the minimum difference
between autocorelations[18].
1.4 Hidden markov model(HMM): In HMM the
probabilities of state transition matrix and emission
matrix are time independent.HMM is described by a
vector and matrices[9].
Fig.3: Flow of MFCC Feature Extraction
2.MFCC Based Speaker Recognition
(1)
fmel =2595log10(1+f/700)
Speaker recognition has two phases .First phase is
training phase (Fig 1) and second phase is testing phase
(Fig 2). In the training phase the MFCC features of the
input speech are extracted and that are stored in the
database as a reference .In the testing phase the MFCC
features of testing speech signals are extracted and then
that are compared with the features stored in database .By
using the given decision logic the decision is given at the
output.

Fig.4: Relation Between Hertz and Mel Scales[11]

Fig. 1 :Training Phase

Fig. 2 :Testing Phase
3.MFCC feature extraction (Fig 3)
The first block in the MFCC feature extraction is take the
input speech then it is given to pre-emphasis block to
increase the energy of signal at higher frequency .In the
framing the signal is segmented into small duration
blocks. In the windowing each frame is multiplied with a
hamming window to keep continuity of the signal.FFT
converts signal from time to frequency domain to get the
magnitude frequency response of each frame. The mel
filter bank is used to get smooth magnitude spectrum. It
normally uses triangular filter bank.DCT is the frequency
to time domain conversion of a signal .When we apply
DCT on log energy it gives different mel scale cepstral
coefficients. Delta energy is used to find the velocity and
www.ijaems.com

Fig.5: Mels Frequency Filter Bank The Vertical Axis
Represents The Weights Of Filter Coefficients[11]
Mel spectrums are obtained by applying the triangular
filterbank to the speech signal.Then the mel spectrums
are transformed back into the time domain using DCT
which gives MFCC coefficients . if we denote the Mel
power spectrum coefficients by Sk (where k is the index
of the Mel-spaced filters and k = 1, 2, . . .,K) then the
MFCC coefficients (Cn) are calculated as[11]
Cn = ∑k(logSk) cos[n(k-1/2)∏/k] ;n=1…..L
(2)
K=1
MFCC coefficients are represented in the form of MFCC
feature vector as[11]
C=[C1,C2,C3,……………,CL]
(3)
4.Vector Quantization
Vector quantization is used for the selection of features. It
takes large no of feature vectors as input and gives small
no of feature vectors as output. Storing each single feature
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vector generating from the training phase is not possible.
So the probability distribution of feature vectors is done
and it is possible by quantizing each feature vector to
relatively small numbers of template vectors.
5.Algorithm of Speech Recognition
5.1 Create database using MATLAB
1. Select the current directory path
2. Create train database folder in the database path
3. Loop the voice samples From1: n
Fig. 5: Input Speech Signal
4. For i=1
Sampling frequency -16000Hz
Recording time is 3 seconds
Use wave record function to record the sample
Playback the wav file
i+1
5.2 Speech recognition using MATLAB
1. Select the current directory
2. Open the train database folder
3. Set sampling frequency=16KHz, and data bits-8
4. Load the wav samples one by one
5. Apply MFCC algorithm to the samples
6. Store the melcepts in cc1 variable
5.3 Read wav file function
1. Set Sampling frequency -16000Hz
2. Recording time 3 seconds
3. Use wave record function to record the sample
4. Playback the wav file
5. Store the live wav file
6. Apply MFCC function to the live samples
7. Store the melcepts in CC variable
8. Read sample1
9. Use distance measure function for CC1 with CC
10. Find distance for all samples
11. Compare the distance between CC1 to CC
12. Display the sample with minimum distance.

Fig. 6: Silence Removed from Input Speech Signal

Fig. 7 :Input Signal Added to Database

Fig. 8 :Input Speech Signal from Same User
V.
RESULTS
1.Fig.4 to Fig.7 are of training phase and Fig.8 to Fig.13
are of testing phase.

Fig. 9 : Silence Removed from Input Speech Signal

Fig. 4 :GUI
Fig. 10: Recognized User ID
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Efficiency

Sr.No.

Fig. 11: Speech Input for Recognition from Different
User

Fig. 12: Silence Removed from Input Speech Signal

Fig. 13: Gives Warning as a Wrong User
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TABLE II. FA,FR Values
Person
No.of
No.
Attempts
P1
5
P2
5
P3
5
P4
5
P5
5
P6
5
P7
5
P8
5
P9
5
P10
5
P11
5
P12
5
P13
5
P14
5
P15
5
P16
5
P17
5
P18
5
P19
5
P20
5
P21
5
P22
5
P23
5
P24
5
P25
5
125

84%

FA

FR

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

0
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
3
1
20

FA : FAULT ACCEPTANCE , FR : FAULT REJECTION

Fig. 14: Whole System
In the above figure fan and bulb these two home
appliances are connected at the output .If we say ‘fan on’
through the microphone then the MATLAB will
recognize speech and speaker then according to that
specific commands are given to the microcontroller and
the fan will get on .The above steps will be repeated for
fan off , bulb on and for bulb off .
6.While Performing Tests Of The Systems Various
Parameters Are Calculated As
TABLE I.PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM
Parameters
Time
Average enrollment time required
8 sec
Average time required to store data
4 sec
Average time required to recognize input
4 sec
data
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VI.
CONCLUSION
Speech and speaker recognition can be used for home
automation. It helps the elderly patients who are unable to
do bodily movements .They can easily operate home
appliances without leaving their seats .Speech signal of
human is nonlinear in nature. So MFCC are derived using
the logarithmically spaced filter bank and it gives the
better results.
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